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On the Frictional Heating in
Single Summit Contacts: Towards
Failure at Asperity Level in
Lubricated Systems
The influence of surface roughness and thermal conductivity on seizure in lubric
contacts is described in this work by quantifying the action of individual asperitie
relation to local surface temperature rise. Application of the model to a contact situa
in metal forming of stainless steel sheet material reveals the importance of a high q
finish in terms of the center line average roughness of the surface. Calculations show
seizure of single summit contacts can be avoided by surfaces with enhanced th
conductivity.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1645872#
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1 Introduction

The relation between seizure in lubricated sliding systems
the temperature at which a tribo system operates is studied e
sively. Pin-plate experiments for example, showed that the f
tional behavior changes abruptly as a function of the bulk te
perature of the system. The critical temperature,Tcr , at which this
change occurred was influenced by the composition of the lu
cant @1#. As friction generates heat, a local rise in temperature
flash temperature,Tf @2#, occurs, which has the same negati
influence on the performance of a sliding system. Spikes
Cameron@3# proved that failure in lubricated systems at low
moderate sliding velocities is controlled by the degree of cover
of the surface by lubricant molecules. By showing a linear re
tionship between the logarithm of the concentration and 1/Tcr for
scuffing data, it was demonstrated that failure occurred at a c
cal coverage. Since the coverage is controlled by the contact
perature, this confirms and refines Blok’s postulate of a cons
scoring temperature@4#. The effect of surface roughness on lub
cant failure is often not incorporated in the presented mod
since flash temperature calculations are usually performed
ideally smooth surfaces@5,6#. The objective of this work is to
describe the influence of surface roughness, by quantifying
action of individual asperities in relation to lubricant failure. Su
an approach would be able to predict the effect of the surf
finishing technique like grinding or milling, on the tribologica
performance in lubricated sliding systems. Furthermore, effor
put in describing the effect of tool material properties on preve
ing lubricant failure. This subject is of particular importance
sheet metal forming~SMF! processes where the application
enhanced tool surfaces would possibly allow for the introduct
of easy-to-clean and environmentally friendlier forming lub
cants, without loss of performance@7#. The scope of this work is
limited to a specific contact situation, shown in Fig. 1: the slidi
contact between a rigid summit and a plastically deform
counter surface, with hardnessH. The applied load results into a
attack angleu, or equally to a contact area, a half circle, wi
radiusas , as can be seen from Fig. 1. The actual occurring att
angle or contact radius depends on the radiusb of the rigid sum-
mit as well as the indentation depth.
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2 Local Surface Temperature Rise
The maximum flash temperature for contacting surfaces w

dissimilar thermal conductivity,K, is estimated by Bos and Moe
@5,6#, based on the quasi-steady state surface temperature d
bution of Carslaw and Jeager@8#. By dividing heat sources, o
arbitrary shape and distribution, into a set of point sources
integrating the effect of the point sources over the area covere
the heat source, an expression suited for flash temperature c
lations in tribological contacts was obtained. For a stationary s
face ~subscript ‘‘stat’’! in sliding contact with a counter surfac
~subscript ‘‘sliding’’! that moves with a velocityv, operating un-
der boundary lubricated conditions, and assuming a se
ellipsoidal heat source, the flash temperature reads

Tf5
f •Fn•v

Aab S 1

Kstat

0.375•L
1

Ksliding

qsliding

D (1)

with

qsliding5F ~0.375•L!l1S 0.589

AS f•

a•v
k D D

lG 1/l

(2)

In which k5K/(rcp) represents the thermal diffusivity of th
moving surface;a andb the semi-axes in and perpendicular to t
direction of sliding;f is defined asb/a, while the shape factorsl
andL are defined according to Eq.~3! and Eq.~4!.

l~f!50.5 exp~12f!22.5 (3)

L~f!5
2Af

11fp
•

2

p
•GS u12fu

11f D (4)

G(n) represents the complete elliptic integral of the first kind w
modulusn @5#. Similar to @9# one can define an effective therm
conductivity,Keff ,

Keff5
Kstat

0.375•L
1

Ksliding

qsliding
(5)

which rearranges Eq.~1! to Eq. ~6!, in which Fn represents the
normal force andf the coefficient of friction.

Tf5
f •Fn•v

Aab•Keff

(6)e-
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The solution for surface temperature rise is, although develo
for ideally smooth surfaces, applicable to the sliding contact of
individual summit with a plastically deforming counter surfac
since no assumptions were made regarding the lateral dimen
of the heat source.

Frictional aspects of single summit contacts are studied in de
by Hokkirigawa and Kato@10#. Experimental evidence for the
existence of three wear modes is presented: the cutting mode
wedge formation mode and the ploughing mode. For each w
mode the coefficient of friction follows from the theoretical wo
of Challen and Oxley@11#. Furthermore it is shown by@10# that
the wear modes can be predicted based upon the attack anu
and the dimensionless shear strengthf HK , see Fig. 2. The latter is
defined as the quotient of the interfacial shear stresst int and the
shear strength of the soft metaltsoft .

The transitions are described by the function fits Eq.~7!, @12#.

uw,pl→c50.25~p2arccosf HK! upl→w50.5 arccosf HK (7)

An approximate value forf HK in boundary lubricated systems ca
be found by applying Bowden and Tabor’s equationf 5t/H @13#.
In this equationH represents the hardness of the plastically
forming surface andt the shear strength of the lubricant film
Introducing f HK5t int /tsoft , t int5 f •H and H53A3tsoft , yields
f HK53A3• f . Taking 0.08–0.14 as range forf in boundary lubri-
cation ~BL!, correspond to af HK-range of 0.4 to 0.7. For eac
wear mode the amount of heat produced by the sliding action
now be estimated by multiplying the appropriatef with Fn , given
by Eq. ~8!, and the sliding velocity.

Fn5
p

2
as

2H with as5b sinu (8)

Fig. 1 Sliding contact for a single summit

Fig. 2 Wear mode as a function of the dimensionless shear
strength f HK and the attack angle u †10‡
276 Õ Vol. 126, APRIL 2004
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Because Eq.~1! is constructed for a semi-ellipsoidally shaped he
source, an equivalent, elliptically shaped contact area is ada
for the contact situation of Fig. 1, with semi-axesas and 1/2as ,
respectively, perpendicular and parallel to the direction of slidi
The Péclet number, Pe, and the resulting normal force are
same for the original and equivalent contact area. The relev
equation for effective thermal conductivity is now given by E
~9!, with Kstat representing the thermal conductivity of the summ
andKsliding representing the thermal conductivity of the plastica
deforming counter surface~f52!.

Keff52.746•Kstat1KslidingF10.37917.603•S a•v
k D 1.158G0.432

(9)

Optimum similarity analysis@14# of the above equations result
into the introduction of seven nondimensional numbers as
lows:

T̄f5
Tf•rsliding•cp,sliding

H
ās5

as

b

F̄n5
Fn

H•b2
ā5

a

b
(10)

v̄5
v•rsliding•cp,sliding•b

Ksliding
K̄stat5

Kstat

Ksliding

K̄eff5
Keff

Ksliding

which reduces the set of equations to

T̄f5A2•
F̄n• v̄• f

ā•K̄eff

F̄n5
p

2
•ās

2

ā5
1

2
•ās (11)

K̄eff52.746•K̄stat1@10.37917.603•~ v̄•ā!1.158#0.432

ās5sinu

Based on this set of equations, the flash temperature for a si
summit contact can be estimated for a range of material par
eters and operational conditions. As an example the flash temp
ture in its nondimensional form is shown as a function of t
attack angle in Fig. 3. It should be noted that part of the curve
f HK50.7 is undefined since no solution for the coefficient of fri
tion is given by the two dimensional slip-line model of@11# for
the attack angle range 0.559<u<0.587, see appendix A. The ca
culated nondimensional flash temperature nearf HK50.559 be-

Fig. 3 Nondimensional flash temperature as a function of the
attack angle, plotted for f HK-values: 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7
Transactions of the ASME
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comes unbounded, which from a physical point of view is hard
imagine. It seems more likely that the flash temperature in sin
summit contacts is restricted by limits related to the contact
materials, thus introducing a system depended upper limit in
3. The noncontinuous transition in friction, from ploughing
cutting, and from wedge formation to cutting, causes a clear
in the resulting flash temperature. The sharp reduction in the
mensionless flash temperature, in fact demonstrates that cutti
possible without necessarily increasing the temperature in i
vidual asperity contacts to extremely high values. From Fig. 3
can conclude thatTf increases with increasingu and increasing
f HK for the ploughing and wedging mode and decreases withf HK
in the cutting mode, respectively.

The influence of the nondimensional velocity and the non
mensional conductivity of the summit is as pronounced as
influence of the attack angle. This can be seen from Fig. 4 wh
represents a severe condition~wedge forming! for a single summit
contact. Figure 4 summarizes to a certain extent the influenc
the material properties of the contacting surfaces on the resu
flash temperature. Although it is of little use in general engine
ing practise, since its contour lines depend on the exact comb
tion of f HK and u, some interesting conclusions can be draw
which are applicable to more general conditions. First of all it
important to note that the flash temperature is proportional to
hardness of the plastically deforming surface. Materials with
proximately the same diffusivity and used under the same con
conditions, which differ by a factor of two in hardness will als
differ by a factor of two in flash temperature. The derived prop
tionality is limited to rigid-plastic single summit contacts, whe
elastic deformation can be neglected.

Secondly, a modest increase in dimensionless conductivit
the rigid summit causes a significant decrease in flash temp
ture. The influence of the dimensionless conductivity introdu
the possibility to lower the maximum occurring flash temperat
to acceptable values, e.g., by application of surface coatings
high thermal conductivity or bulk materials with high conducti
ity. The nondimensional velocity as applied in Fig. 3 can be int
preted as a Pe-number for a sliding contact at asperity level,
ing the summit radius as characteristic length. Figure 4 shows
for both the high and low Pe-regimes there is a distinct influe
of the nondimensional conductivity.

3 Application to Engineering Surfaces
The single summit model described in the previous section

be extended to multi-summit, engineering surfaces by integra
the contribution of individual asperities over the total amount
interacting asperities. First a summit needs to be defined. Con
a matrix of asperities heightszi , j with a lateral resolutionr x for
thex-direction~rows of the matrix! andr y in they-direction~col-
umns of the matrix!. An asperityzi , j is regarded as a summit whe
all eight surrounding neighbors have lower height thanzi , j . The
neighbors on the diagonals are taken into account to pre

Fig. 4 Effect of the nondimensional conductivity and velocity
on the nondimensional flash temperature „uÄ0.55, f HKÄ0.6…
Journal of Tribology
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saddle-points to be assigned as summit. Knowing the positio
the summits allows for representing the summits of a rigid surf
by its probability height distribution with standard deviationRq .
Dividing the number of summits by the measured area gives
summit density. A separationhs , defined as the separation be
tween the mean plane of the summits and the counter surfac
used, to calculate the number of summits in contact with
counter surface and the depth of penetration of individual su
mits, see the right-hand part of Fig. 5. Unlike the model of@15#,
which assumes equal radii for all summits, from the view point
assessing the wear mode of a summit in contact, it is necessa
calculate the individual summit radii.

An individual radius is calculated for thex andy-direction sepa-
rately using Eq.~12! @15#:

bxi , j52
r x

2

zi 21,j22zi , j1zi 11,j (12)

byi , j52
r y

2

zi , j 2122zi , j1zi , j 11

Instead of taking the commonly chosen mean of the radii,
alternative square root of the radii’s product is selected as
effective summit radius. Thus,

b i , j5Abxi , j•byi , j (13)

The problem of scale change from a single summit model,
picted in Fig. 1, to a multi-summit surface depicted in Fig. 4, c
be reduced in determining the geometry and the appropriate a
angle, for each individual summit in contact with the plastica
deforming counter surface. The latter is done by@16#, showing
that Eq.~14! relates the attack angleu for an individual summit to
the height of the summit,s, the separation of the mean summ
plane and the counter surfacehs , and the summit’s radiusb. Now
the local surface temperature rise, that takes the complete s
summits into account, can be calculated, using the single sum
model.

u5UarctanSA~s2hs!~2b1hs2s!

b1hs2s D if s2hs,b

p

2
if s2hs>b

(14)

4 Results
The applicability of the model to engineering surfaces is de

onstrated for a tribo system which is of particular interest in sh
metal forming operations, i.e., the sliding contact between t
steel and stainless steel sheet material, in the presence of a bo
ary lubricant. In sheet metal forming, a hard and smooth t
surface is in sliding contact with a relative soft and rough sh
material. The sheet material will be plastically deformed by a
plying normal force on the tool-sheet system, which will cau
smoothening of the sheet’s roughness. A close look at the con
between the smooth roughness plateau’s on the sheet and the
surface, reveals the contact situation of Fig. 5: Contact betw

Fig. 5 Multi-asperity contact between a rigid „tool … surface and
a plastically deforming „sheet … surface
APRIL 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 277
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rigid tool summits and a plastically deformed roughness platea
the sheet surface. Sheet metal forming of stainless steel is kn
to be sensitive for galling@17#, a specific type of sliding wear
which has a direct and negative influence on the lifetime of for
ing tools and on the surface quality of the products made.
sliding velocity for this contact was taken 0.5 m/s, the bulk te
perature of the sheet 22°C~see Table 1!. The summit’s height
distribution of the stationary, rigid surface~the tool!, were drawn
from standardised Rugotest surfaces produced by Roch Su
resulting from planing~no. 101!, milling ~no. 103!, surface grind-
ing ~no. 104! and spark erosion~no. 107!. Roughness measure
ments were performed using an interference microscope, of w
a full description is given in@12#. The roughness measuremen
covered an area of 0.149 mm2, using a pixel size of respectivel
1.49 mm in the x-direction and 1.45mm in y-direction. Results
with respect to the standard deviation of the summit’s height,Rq ,
are given in Table 2. ClearlyRq increases with increasingRa
roughness. Especially spark erosion gives rise to highRq values
when compared to the other surfaces at 1.6 and 0.8mm Ra values.
The summit density differs from surface to surface but falls with
the range of 2.4– 4.4•1010 per square meter.

The application of Eq.~14! on the summit data set, assuming
separationhs of 23Rq , resulted in ab-u relations as plotted in
Fig. 6, for the ground surfaces. The presented relations are b
on function fits, using the power-law function. From Fig. 6
shows that an increase inRa shifts the curve to a higherb level,
without changing the general relation between the attack a
and the summit’s radius. This behavior is also found for the s
faces made by planing, spark erosion and milling. An increas
Ra results, in terms of the presented model, in a higher att

Table 1 Input for flash temperature calculations

Symbol Value Unit

fHK 0.6 ¯

v 0.5 m/s
Tbulk 22 °C
Kstat 20 Wm21 K21

Ksliding 16 Wm21 K21

ksliding 4.7•1026 m2/s
H 1.8 GPa

Table 2 Standard deviation „Rq… of the tool summits height
†mm‡

Ra @mm# Planing Milling Grinding
Spark

erosion

1.6 1.877 1.977 1.878 2.960
0.8 1.106 1.006 1.030 1.352
0.4 ¯ 0.425 0.752 0.746
0.2 ¯ ¯ 0.339 ¯

0.1 ¯ ¯ 0.246 ¯

0.05 ¯ ¯ 0.162 ¯

0.025 ¯ ¯ 0.021 ¯

Fig. 6 Summit radius as a function of the attack angle for the
ground surfaces
278 Õ Vol. 126, APRIL 2004
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angle for a certain summit’s radius or equally, the radius of
summit at a certain attack angle value, changes to a higher va
The latter directly affects the value of the dimensionless veloc
in Eq. 10, which in turn results in a higher nondimensional fla
temperature for a given attack angle~see Fig. 4!. From Fig. 7 it
shows that the general relation between the summit’s radius
the attack angle is hardly affected by the type of surface fin
Spark erosion gave rise to a slightly different curve for the lar
summit radii. The smaller radii coincide with the data for th
surfaces made by planing, milling and grinding.

The sum of the bulk temperatureTbulk and the local surface
temperature rise is given in Fig. 8, in case a ground tool surfac
selected atRa50.8mm. Each dot in this graph represents th
calculatedTf for a single summit contact. The three possible we
modes ploughing, wedging and cutting are indicated in this fig
by respectivelypl, w, andc. Clearly the transition from cutting to
wedge formation can be seen from this figure, by the steep ste
flash temperature. The transition from ploughing to wedge form
tion is less visible, since there is no discontinuity in the coefficie
of friction for this transition. The attack angle range where wed
formation is expected is of particular interest, since material tra
fer from the plastically deforming material~sheet! to the rigid
surface~tool! will occur for nonlubricated conditions@12#. Such a
situation arises if the lubricant film in a single summit conta
fails as a result of a local surface temperature that exceeds
critical temperatureTcr of the lubricant. The local surface tem
perature consists of the sum of the bulk temperature and the
temperature. For applications in SMF seizure of single sum
contacts will initiate galling.

Based on the calculatedTf values in Fig. 8, it is not likely that
a ground tool surface atRa50.8mm can prevent galling. In fact
tool life is expected to be short with such a finish. Surface grin
ing at Ra50.05mm, however, results in a substantially improve
flash temperature distribution, which is given in Fig. 9. The wed
forming summits operate at a temperature level of about 120
Now galling could be prevented by heavy duty forming lubrican
with a critical temperature above 120°C. The flash temperature

Fig. 7 Summit radius as a function of the attack angle for the
surfaces with RaÄ0.8 mm

Fig. 8 Flash temperature as a function of the attack angle for
the RaÄ0.8 mm, ground surface. The calculations are made
based upon the input given in Table 1.
Transactions of the ASME
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single summit contact can be minimized by the application
~tool! surfaces with enhanced thermal conductivity. Figure
shows the maximum local surface temperature rise for a sin
summit contact as a function of the thermal conductivity of t
stationary~tool! surface, given the above mentioned tribo syste
The drawn lines represent the data for the ground surfaces
number indicates theRa roughness. From Fig. 10 it shows that th
application of tool materials with enhanced thermal conductiv
like 90WC-10Co (Kstat5112 W/m•K @18#! would lower the flash
temperatures considerably in sliding contact with stainless s
sheet material, when compared with conventional tools s
(Kstat520– 30 W/m•K 19!. Surfaces with aKstat of about 400
W/m•K would even allow for the introduction of easy-to-clea
light duty forming lubricants, like a solution of 1% stearic acid
white oil (Tcr553°C @1#!.

5 Conclusions
A flash temperature model, developed for ideally smooth s

faces, is extended to the contact of a hard rigid summit and p
tically deforming material. From calculations it follows that th
flash temperature is proportional to the hardness of the plastic
deforming material. Materials with approximately the same dif
sivity and used under the same contact conditions, which diffe
a factor of two in hardness will also differ by a factor two in fla
temperature. Secondly, it is shown that a modest increase in
mensionless conductivity of the rigid summit causes a signific
decrease in flash temperature.

Application of the model to a contact situation in metal formi
of stainless steel sheet material, reveals the importance of a
quality tool finish in terms of theRa roughness of the surface
Calculations show that seizure of single summit contacts is lik
to occur with surfaces made by planing, spark erosion, milling
grinding at anRa value of 0.8mm. As a consequence galling i
initiated which in turn limits the lifetime of the tools. Reducin
the Ra value to 0.05mm clearly enhances the expected behav
by reducing the flash temperature for the wedge forming summ
to lower values. The flash temperatures in single summit con
can be minimized by the application of tools with enhanced th

Fig. 9 Flash temperature as a function of the attack angle for
the RaÄ0.05 mm, ground surface. The calculations are made
based upon the input given in Table 1.

Fig. 10 Maximum local surface temperature rise as a function
of the conductivity and of the Ra roughness „surface grinding,
Rugotest 104 … of the stationary surface
Journal of Tribology
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mal conductivity. It is shown that the application of tools with
thermal conductivity above 400 W/m•K would allow for the in-
troduction of easy-to-clean light duty forming lubricants.

Nomenclature

a 5 semi-axis contact ellipse in direction of sliding,@m#
as 5 contact radius in summit-sheet contact,@m#
b 5 semi-axis contact ellipse perpendicular to sliding di-

rection,@m#
cp 5 specific heat,@J kg21 K21#

f 5 coefficient of friction,@2#
f HK 5 dimensionless shear strength (t int /tsoft), @2#

hs 5 separation between summit mean plane and mean
plane of contacting surface,@m#

r x 5 lateral resolution inx-direction,@m#
r y 5 lateral resolution iny-direction,@m#
s 5 summit height,@m#
v 5 sliding velocity,@m s21#

zi , j 5 surface height at position (i , j ), @m#
Fn 5 normal force,@N#

G(n) 5 complete elliptic integral of the first kind with modu-
lus n, @2#

H 5 hardness,@Pa#
K 5 thermal conductivity,@W m21 K21#

Keff 5 effective thermal conductivity,@W m21 K21#
Kstat 5 thermal conductivity of the stationary surface,

@W m21 K21#
Ksliding 5 thermal conductivity of the sliding surface,

@W m21 K21#
Pe 5 Pe-number (av/k), @2#
Ra 5 center line average roughness,@m#
Rq 5 standard deviation of the profile,@m#

Tbulk 5 bulk temperature,@°C#
Tf 5 flash temperature,@°C#

Tcr 5 critical temperature of the lubricant,@°C#
b 5 summit radius,@m#

qsliding 5 auxiliary temperature factor,@2#
u 5 attack angle,@rad#
k 5 thermal diffusivity (k5K/rcp), @m2 s21#

l, L 5 shape factors,@2#
r 5 density,@kg m23#
t 5 shear strength,@Pa#

t int 5 interfacial shear strength,@Pa#
tsoft 5 shear strength soft metal,@Pa#

f 5 contact aspect ratio b/a,@2#

Abbreviations

c 5 cutting mode
pl 5 ploughing mode
w 5 wedge formation mode

BL 5 Boundary lubrication
SMF 5 Sheet metal forming

Appendix A

Coefficient of Friction. Equations~A.1)–(A.3! represent the
coefficient of friction f for the three wear modes cutting, ploug
ing and wedge formation@10,11#, respectively

f c5tanS u2
p

4
1

1

2
arccosf HKD ~A.1!

f pl5
j2 sinu1cos~arccosf HK2u!

j2 cosu1sin~arccosf HK2u!
~A.2!

f w5
~122 sinj11A12 f HK

2 !•sinu1 f HK cosu

~122 sinj11A12 f HK
2 !•cosu2 f HK sinu

~A.3!

with
APRIL 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 279
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p

4
2

1

2
arccosf HK1arcsinS sinu

A12 f HK
D ~A.4!

j2511
p

2
1arccosf HK22u22 arcsinS sinu

A12 f HK
D ~A.5!

The equations derived by@11# are based on two dimensional mo
els and slip-line field theory and provide solutions for the co
plete ploughing and cutting regime. However, at wedge form
conditions a solution is found only for the (f HK ,u) range,
bounded by the conditions of~A.6!

~122 sinj11A12 f HK
2 !•cosu2 f HK sinu.0 and u

>0.25~p2arccosf HK! (A.6)

Hence, atf HK50.7, a condition used in Fig. 3, the coefficient
friction is not defined for the attack angle range 0.559<u<0.587,
which is less than 2 percent of the full attack angle scale 02p/2.
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